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{Centre for Molecular Design, University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, United KingdomABSTRACT Thermodynamically rigorous free energy methods in principle allow the exact computation of binding free
energies in biological systems. Here, we use thermodynamic integration together with molecular dynamics simulations of
a DNA-protein complex to compute relative binding free energies of a series of mutants of a protein-binding DNA operator
sequence. A guanine-cytosine basepair that interacts strongly with the DNA-binding protein is mutated into adenine-thymine,
cytosine-guanine, and thymine-adenine. It is shown that basepair mutations can be performed using a conservative protocol
that gives error estimates of ~10% of the change in free energy of binding. Despite the high CPU-time requirements, this
work opens the exciting opportunity of being able to perform basepair scans to investigate protein-DNA binding specificity in
great detail computationally.INTRODUCTIONComputing the free energies associated with complexation,
binding, or solvation processes has been a subject of consid-
erable interest for more than two decades (1,2). For example,
protein-inhibitor binding free energies are of great impor-
tance in the drug-design process. Although computationally
inexpensive methods like docking and scoring are often so
inaccurate that in many cases they are hard put to discrimi-
nate a ligand that binds to a target protein from one that
does not (3–5), so-called rigorous free energy methods like
free energy perturbation (FEP) (6) or thermodynamic inte-
gration (TI) (7) in principle allow the exact calculation of
binding or solvation free energies (8–10), provided that the
Hamiltonians used are of sufficient quality for the given
problem and that the potential surfaces of the system are
sampled adequately by simulation techniques like Monte
Carlo or molecular dynamics (MD). With the increase in
computer performance, the availability of high-quality
force-field Hamiltonians for many systems of interest, and
many algorithmic improvements in free energy algorithms,
rigorous free energy methods are currently experiencing
a renaissance (11–18). The availability of dual-topology
methods (19) now allows the perturbation of structurally
diverse compounds into each other at an acceptable increase
of computational cost compared to the earlier, more limited
single-topology methods (12,13,15). Other problems, such
as endpoint singularity catastrophes that were frequently
observed when atoms or groups were decoupled (20–22),
are avoided by using appropriate algorithms like soft-core
variants of the Lennard-Jones or Coulomb potentials
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0006-3495/11/09/1130/9 $2.00In many biochemical/medical/pharmaceutical applica-
tions, relative binding free energies of a series of congeneric
inhibitors of a given drug target (e.g., an enzyme) are calcu-
lated using a thermodynamic-cycle approach. Even complex
binding situations, e.g., when water molecules are displaced
in the binding process, can now be handled (25), and FEP or
TI techniques have been applied to many pharmaceutically
important protein-ligand systems. In most cases, classical
molecular force fields are used for these studies, but quantum
mechanics or quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
approaches that consider polarization effects have also
been developed (see e.g. (11,26,27) and the references cited
therein).
Today, most drug targets are proteins, i.e., enzymes or
receptors, and less frequently nucleic acids, although RNA
as a target for antibiotics is of particular interest. Most
promising, however, is the perspective of intervening at a
much more fundamental layer of cell life; the control of
transcription and translation processes. Many gene switches
have been studied extensively (28–35); in addition to ex-
perimental work, computational studies have provided
invaluable insight into the molecular mechanisms of tran-
scriptional control (36–39).
Because of the almost identical space requirements of
CG and AT basepairs (for an illustration, see e.g. (40)),
double-stranded DNA is an ideal object for performing point
mutations in silico. Several authors have attempted such
perturbations in the past and have proven the feasibility of
mutating basepairs using a range of different FEP tech-
niques and Hamiltonians (41–49). Recently, algorithmic
and hardware improvements have allowed the study of far
larger systems than was possible earlier by free energy tech-
niques, e.g., DNA-protein complexes, which are relevant in
many mechanisms of transcriptional control (41).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.07.003
DNA Mutations by TI 1131The aim of the current work is to establish a robust
protocol, using existing algorithms and codes to perform
DNA basepair point mutations in large simulation systems.
Such a technique has immense potential, for instance for
conducting systematic scans of DNA basepair perturbations
in DNA-protein complexes with the aim of understanding
and even redesigning DNA switching processes. The system
we chose for this purpose is the DNA-controller protein
(C-protein) complex shown in Fig. 1. The C-protein controls
the expression of the restriction enzyme (endonuclease)
in the bacterial restriction-modification (R-M) system
Esp1396I (28,34). R-M systems (e.g., AhdI (29–33,50,51)
and Esp1396I (28,34)) control horizontal gene transfer in
bacterial populations by labeling the host DNA at a host-
specific sequence by methylation (which is carried out by
a specific methyltransferase (M)), thus protecting it from
cleavage by a restriction enzyme/endonuclease (R), which
destroys foreign DNA when it cleaves the unmethylated
sequence. Precise temporal control of endonuclease expres-
sion is crucial for the survival of the host cell and is achieved
by a simple but elegant genetic switch (28,30). A C-protein
dimer binds to an operator sequence (OL) upstream of the
genes that encode the controller protein (C) and the restric-
tion endonuclease enzyme (R). Binding of the C-protein
dimer enhances the affinity for binding the s-RNA poly-
merase subunit to the adjacent DNA operator sequence
OR. As a consequence, both the C-protein and the endonu-
clease are transcribed. An increase in the C-protein concen-
tration leads increasingly to displacement of the s-subunit
on the OR operator sequence by C-protein dimers and thus
endonuclease (and C-protein) expression is downregulated.
In addition, in the R-M system Esp1396I, the C-protein
also regulates the expression of the methyltransferase (M)
gene. A detailed description of the system studied here
and its exact regulation mechanism can be found in (28).
C.Esp1396I has been extensively studied and is currently
the only C-protein for which a DNA-complex x-ray structure
is available (28).
Protein-DNA recognition is frequently mediated by a
combination of direct and indirect mechanisms (dualFIGURE 1 DNA-protein complex used in this study. Only the higher
affinity operator sequence (OL) is bonded to a C-protein dimer (orange,
green). The perturbation basepair formed by DNA residues 3 and 68 is
located on the left hand side of the 35 bp operator sequence. Hydrogen
atoms, water molecules, and counterions were omitted for clarity. Molec-
ular graphics were created using VMD 1.8.7 (79,80).readout): 1), Protein residues can interact directly with
DNA atoms (direct readout), e.g., by forming hydrogen
bonds between arginine guanidinium groups in the protein
and the carbonyl O6 and the ring N7 of guanine bases in
DNA, or 2), the protein can also recognize or induce struc-
tural features of the DNA backbone, e.g., DNA bending,
expansion, or compression of themajor and/orminor grooves
(indirect readout), which is often achieved through interac-
tions of amino acid side chains with the DNA backbone,
notably to the phosphate groups (52–59). In the first case
the DNA sequence is recognized directly by hydrogen
bonds to specific bases; in the second, the DNA sequence
is recognized indirectly by its ability to adopt a specific
conformation. Both features are important in C-protein inter-
actions with its various operator sites, and govern the relative
affinities for these sites, which is critical for correct regula-
tion of gene expression.
In this work, we investigate the changes in binding free
energy of the C-protein-DNA complex C.Esp1396I (28)
(we use a complex with only the left DNA operon OL (the
one with a higher affinity to the C-protein dimers) com-
plexed, see Fig. 1) when the evolutionarily conserved DNA
basepair GC at position 3 is perturbed to AT, CG, or TA.
Guanine at position 3 forms a strong interaction with the gua-
nidinium group of the highly conserved residueArg-35 of the
C-protein, which also shows ap-stacking interactionwith the
similarly highly conserved thymine T2 of the DNA operator
sequence. Our purpose is not only to determine the specificity
of the sequence recognition by the C-protein in terms of
free energy and to identify its origins, but also to establish
a generally applicable computational protocol for perform-
ing alchemistic basepair point mutations in double-stranded
DNA. Such a protocol represents a powerful tool in the
important field of protein-DNA interactions.
Our simulations are designed to 1), test the feasibility of
using a modern dual-topology TI implementation to perform
arbitrary mutations between all possible basepairs as a tool
for scanning basepair selectivity in nucleic acid-protein inter-
actions, without the limitations of former single-topology
methods; and 2), to establish a benchmark for the feasibility
of this approach using as few CPU-imposed limitations as
possible. We have therefore simulated a large, real system
of considerable experimental interest using simulation times
as long as possible with the most recent force fields for the
protein and DNA, using an adequate MD protocol (e.g.,
with particle mesh Ewald electrostatics and without any
restraints in the production phase). Other recent TI or FEP
studies of nucleic acid systems were forced to use restraints
to obtain qualitative agreement with experiment (49) or
used much shorter simulation times and a cutoff for electro-
statics (41). We believe that the dual-topology approach
chosen in this study, together with a soft-core treatment for
nonbonding interactions to avoid endpoint problems, opens
exciting opportunities for future perturbation studies on
a wide range of systems. Although our simulations still doBiophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138
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are, for instance, still too short), they do provide a realistic
idea of the applicability and generality of in silico mutations
between Watson-Crick basepairs in signal-transduction
systems.METHOD
To investigate the changes in binding free energy of the C-protein-DNA
complex C.Esp1396I (28) upon perturbing the evolutionarily conserved
DNA basepair GC at position 3 into AT, CG, or TA (see Fig. 2), we used
the thermodynamic cycle shown in Scheme 1. Wild-type (WT) DNA is
perturbed into mutant DNA both in the solvated complex formed by
DNA and the C-protein, and in a free, solvated DNA fragment. Relative
C-protein binding free energies of mutant and WT DNA are calculated
using Eq. 1:
DGmutantbind  DGwtbind ¼ DG boundpert  DG freepert; (1)
where the different free energy changes are defined in Scheme 1.
A TI approach (7) was used to calculate the perturbation free energies
from free energy gradients. The transition between WT and mutant DNA
was described by a l-coordinate; MD trajectories were generated at a range
of l-values. Because a dual-topology (19) approach was used, it was
possible to perform perturbations between structurally diverse species
(purine and pyrimidine nucleobases).FIGURE 2 Perturbations applied to the basepair formed by DNA residues 3 a
(GC/ AT), guanine-cytosine to cytosine-guanine (GC/ CG), and guanine-
Biophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138To avoid endpoint singularity problems in cases of atoms that are present
in only the WT or mutant DNA, a 3-step perturbation protocol (60) was
chosen for these vanishing/appearing atoms. In a first series of simulations,
these atoms were made neutral (discharged, DGrem chg), the actual perturba-
tion was then performed using a soft-core (15) potential for the Lennard-
Jones interactions of these atoms (DGpert), and finally the relevant atoms
were recharged (DGchg).COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
As explained previously, two sets of MD simulations were
performed: The free leg, i.e., the 35 basepair (bp) DNA frag-
ment that binds to C.Esp1396I, solvated in water, and the
bound leg, i.e., the DNA-C-protein complex, also solvated
in water.
For the setup of the free simulations, a 35 bp DNA frag-
mentwas created usingAmber10Nucgen (61). Starting coor-
dinate and topology files of the WT and the three mutants
were obtained using an iterative procedure using Amber10
Leap (full details are given in the Supporting Material).
The starting coordinate and topology files for the bound
leg were set up analogously, using the x-ray structure of the
C.Esp1396I DNA complex (PDB (62–64) code 3CLC
(28)). A 35 bp complex with only the left DNA operon OLnd 68 in the 35 bp operator sequence: guanine-cytosine to adenine-thymine
cytosine to thymine-adenine (GC/ TA).
ΔΔ
Δ
Δ
SCHEME 1 Thermodynamic cycle used to calculate relative DNA-
protein binding free energies.
DNA Mutations by TI 1133(the one with a higher affinity to the C-protein dimers) com-
plexed by protein chains A and B was obtained by manually
deleting protein chains C and D. Solvated coordinate and
topology files were obtained using Amber10 Leap, details
are given in the Supporting Material. The simulations of
the solvated systems were split into 6 lines of simulations
for each of the 3 perturbations investigated (GC / AT,
GC/ CG, GC/ TA): Free/discharge, free/perturbation,
free/charge, and bound/discharge, bound/perturbation,
bound/charge, these simulations will be explained later. All
these lines were subjected to energy minimization and
dual-topology MD simulations using Amber10 Sander
(61), 9 l-windows (0.1,., 0.9) were chosen for this initial
study. Geometry optimizations and MD simulations were
performed using the Stony Brook (ff99SB) (65) and Barce-
lona (ff99bsc0) (66)modifications of the Amber99 (67) force
field, water molecules were described by the TIP3P (68)
potential. Although more modern (and probably more
accurate) water potentials are available, the ff99SB and
ff99bsc0 force fields were designed to be used with TIP3P,
therefore we have used it for this work. The interaction
between the water model and the protein/DNA force field
is critical in studies such as these (65). All l-windows of all
lines of simulations of a given perturbationwere treated inde-
pendently and run in parallel. After initial minimization (see
SupportingMaterial), Langevin dynamics simulations at 298
K using a 2 fs time step were performed (see Supporting
Material for full details). System heat up was performed
during a 200 ps constant volume (NVT) simulation with
weak restraints. The system was then subjected to 200 ps
constant pressure (NPT) equilibration at 1 atm without any
restraints; this trajectory was not used for data analysis.
Resultswere gathered froma1200ps (6 200 ps) production
phase, using the same simulation parameters as in the NPT
equilibration phase. At the end of each (consecutive) MD
simulation of 200 ps, the variables required for free energy
analysis (ensemble average of dV/dl, and the corresponding
root mean-square (RMS) fluctuation/standard deviation)
were obtained from the output files.
To avoid endpoint singularity problems, which are fre-
quently observed in cases of vanishing or appearing atoms,
the following approach was chosen, as suggested on the
Amber web site (60): In a set of 3 independent simulationlines, atoms vanishing or appearing in the perturbation under
study were i), discharged from their initial charge values,
ii), annihilated or grown using a van der Waals soft-core for
these atoms, and iii), charged to obtain the charges of the
target topology. All other atoms were perturbed from their
charges/atom types given in the initial topology to the values
in the target topology in step (ii). The simplest perturbation
under study here is GC/ AT. In this case, only substituents
of the purine/pyrimidine ring systems are affected. There-
fore, only the affected atoms were discharged and charged.
These atomswere also the ones treatedwith thevan derWaals
soft-core in the actual perturbation step (ii). In the GC/CG
and GC/ TA perturbations, much larger perturbations are
applied: Purines are turned into pyrimidines and vice versa.
Here, the whole purine and pyrimidine ring systems were
discharged/charged and treated using the soft-core potential
in the actual perturbation step. Numerical integration of the
dV/dl gradients was performed according to the midpoint
rule, gradients for l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 1 were obtained by extrap-
olation from the two adjacent data points (60).
In principle, precision estimates for the calculated relative
binding free energies can be obtained in two ways: A very
simple approach is to calculate a standard error from the
results obtained from a series of MD runs (batch averaging).
Alternatively, it is possible to calculate a standard error from
the RMS fluctuation (the standard deviation) of the gradient
dV/dl divided by the square root of the number of indepen-
dent experiments in the simulation, as discussed in (15).
Both approaches were pursued here (see Supporting Mate-
rial for full details).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Plots of dV/dl (see Supporting Material, Figs. S1–S18),
kinetic/potential/total energy, T, P, V, and system density
(not shown) versus time were inspected for the l ¼ 0.1
and l ¼ 0.9 windows of each simulation. It was found
that in terms of these variables, the simulation system was
equilibrated very well after 200 ps NVT and 200 ps NPT
equilibration. The root mean-square deviation (RMSD)
plots for the DNA backbone and protein Ca atoms (for
examples, see Supporting Material, Figs. S19–S21) revealed
that the RMSD values stay relatively constant and do not
increase much further after ~1000 ps simulation time, which
means that the trajectories have sufficiently adapted to the
actual topology and force field parameters (we are aware,
though, that much longer equilibration times would be
desirable, see later). To reveal any drift in values, in the
results tables (Tables S1–S6 in the Supporting Material)
the integrated free energies are listed for all partial trajecto-
ries (200 ps each) between 400 and 1600 ps. Most interest-
ingly, the energy gradients dV/dl, ensemble averages of
which are used to obtain the free energies of interest, do
not show any drift in values after 400 ps equilibration (plots
are given in the Supporting Material, Figs. S1–S18), whichBiophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138
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ps) can be relied on.
Monitoring the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds in the
terminal basepairs 1–70 and 35–36 revealed that fraying
of the ends of the DNA fragment did not play a significant
role, which is remarkable as no distance restraints on the
terminal basepairs were used in this study. In the perturba-
tion basepair 3–68, monitoring the hydrogen bonds showed
the expected result: opening the Watson-Crick hydrogen
bonds in the discharge step, no significant hydrogen bonds
during the actual perturbation, and reformation of the Wat-
son-Crick hydrogen bonds in the charging step.
Plotting < dV/dl > vs. l yields smooth curves (Support-
ing Material Figs. S22–S30) with RMS fluctuations (stan-
dard deviations) of ~5 kcal mol1 for the discharge/charge
steps of all perturbations investigated here and the perturba-
tion step of the simplest perturbation, GC / AT, and
~10 kcal mol1 for the perturbation step of the more chal-
lenging perturbations GC / CG and GC / TA, where
purines are perturbed into pyrimidines and vice versa. These
curves were used for numerical integration. The perturba-
tion free energies are listed in Table 1; detailed results are
shown in the Supporting Material (Tables S1–S6).
The relative binding free energies for the complexes of
DNA mutants GC / AT, GC / CG, and GC / TA of
C.Esp1396I are all positive compared to the WT (3.95 5
0.35, 12.32 5 0.57, and 9.30 5 0.31 kcal mol1, respec-
tively). This reflects the fact that only the WT is found in
nature (having evolved together with the DNA-binding
control protein), and that the three mutations investigated
here were not chosen because of their biological relevance,
but as a test to check whether the TI protocol described here
can be used to investigate DNA point mutations in DNA-
protein complexes in general. A referee has pointed out
that the choice of the starting geometry (the WT x-ray
structure) biases our conformational space toward the WT
conformation, which is certainly true. However, our experi-
ence with simulations on systems of this type suggests
that an equilibration simulation of ~100 ns would be
enough to remove this bias in most cases. Thus, althoughTABLE 1 Relative binding free energies DDG ¼ DGbind,mut 
DGbind,wt [kcal mol
1] for complexes of DNAmutants GC/ AT,
GC/ CG, and GC/ TA of the C.Esp1396I protein-DNA
complex
DDGbind
[kcal mol1] 400–1600 ps
5 (Standard
error)
5 (Precision
estimate) 1400–1600 ps
GC/ AT 3.95 0.35 0.36 4.47
GC/ CG 12.32 0.57 0.79 10.94
GC/ TA 9.30 0.31 0.86 10.27
DDG values are reported as mean values over six consecutive MD simula-
tions (400–1600 ps); the corresponding standard errors are given. Precision
estimates calculated from partial trajectories are given for comparison (see
Computational Details). To detect a possible drift in the values, relative
binding free energies calculated from the last partial trajectory (1400–
1600 ps) are given for reference.
Biophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138we have used shorter equilibration periods here, we are
confident that the technique described can be made gener-
ally applicable by long equilibration simulations. We also
note that the starting geometry is not strictly that of the
WT complex because we have deleted one C-protein dimer
from the experimental structure. Overall, the perturbation
free energies for all mutations investigated here and all steps
(discharge, perturb, charge) do not change significantly in
the course of the six consecutive MD simulations (400–
1600 ps, 200 ps each), as indicated by the small standard
errors of ~0.1–0.4 kcal mol1 (see Supporting Material
Tables S1–S6). This suggests that the MD simulations
used are sufficiently well equilibrated for the purpose of
calculation of perturbation free energies. The standard
deviations for the perturbation free energies obtained from
the RMS fluctuations/standard deviations of the gradients
of dV/dl for individual l-windows by weighted summation
range from ~4.4 to 6.6 kcal mol1 for the discharge/charge
steps of all perturbations investigated here and the perturba-
tion step of the least challenging perturbation, GC/ AT. It
is only in the case of the challenging van der Waals soft-core
perturbations of GC/ CG and GC/ TA, where purines
are perturbed into pyrimidines and vice versa (and hence a
larger number of atoms is affected), that the standard devi-
ations are in the range of 8.9–10.7 kcal mol1. Precision
estimates (standard errors) can be obtained by dividing
the dV/dl RMS fluctuations obtained for the individual
l-windows by the square root of the actual number of inde-
pendent experiments in a given simulation run and summing
up the weighted errors of the individual l-windows. This
was done here for selected partial trajectories (see Compu-
tational Details). Most interestingly, the precision estimates
thus obtained for the partial trajectory 400–600 ps are in
close agreement with the standard errors obtained from
batch averaging (see Supporting Material Tables S1–S6).
These standard errors/precision estimates are in the range
of ~0.1–0.2 kcal mol1 for the individual perturbation steps
(DGrem chg, DGpert, DGchg) of the least challenging perturba-
tion GC / AT. Slightly larger standard errors/precision
values are found for the charge removal/recharging steps
(DGrem chg, DGchg) of the purine-to-pyrimidine (and vice
versa) perturbations GC / CG and GC / TA (~0.1–
0.3 kcal mol1). Higher errors (due to more noise in the
more challenging perturbations, where whole ring systems
are perturbed into each other) are found for the van der
Waals soft-core perturbation step (DGpert) of GC / CG
and GC/ TA (0.2–0.6 kcal mol1), but these values are
still moderate and show that our calculations are sufficiently
precise.
As a decomposition of perturbation free energies is not
possible in a strict sense and one has to be very careful
when interpreting these numbers (an issue that has been the
subject of intense discussion) (69–73), it is difficult to corre-
late the calculated perturbation free energies directly to
certain molecular interactions in the four complexes (WT
DNA Mutations by TI 1135plus three mutants). For the solvated DNA fragment in water
(free), the simplest perturbation GC / AT, where only
substituents of the ring systems are affected, shows a free
energy cost for removing the charges (DGrem chg) on the
affected atoms (see Computational Details) of 266.93 5
0.12 kcal mol1, whereas the recharging step (DGchg) only
gives a gain of 101.945 0.08 kcal mol1. As one referee
correctly pointed out, a direct interpretation of these numbers
is difficult (and there is no need to do so). The actual pertur-
bation step (DGpert), where the topology is changed and van
der Waals interactions with the environment are affected,
contributes with 8.66 5 0.07 kcal mol1; probably mainly
due to the cost of the growth of a methyl group in thymine.
In the bound perturbation of GC / AT (DNA-protein
complex), DGpert, DGchg remain mainly unaffected (8.335
0.07 and 103.015 0.15 kcal mol1). DGrem chg, however,
increases to 272.285 0.19 kcal mol1, yielding a difference
of the charge removal free energies in the bound and free
case of 5.35 kcal mol1. This number certainly reflects
the energetic cost of breaking up one hydrogen bond with
the guanidinium group of protein residue Arg-35 when the
guanine carbonyl ring substituent is discharged. In the
mutant, this hydrogen bond is not restored in the charging
step and the adenine amino group is responsible for a partial
displacement of the Arg-35 guanidinium group because of
steric hindrance. The difference of the charge removal free
energies in the bound and free case (5.35 kcal mol1) is the
main contribution to the overall relative binding free energy
(DDG) for GC/ATof 3.955 0.35 kcal mol1. An illustra-
tion of the binding situation in the WT and the mutant is
shown in Figs. S31 and S32 in the Supporting Material
(WTandmutant after 1600 psMD) and S35 (superimposition
before minimization/MD) in the Supporting Material.
Perturbation GC/ CG is an ideal test for our method, as
in the free case, ‘‘nothing’’ must happen (in the limit of ne-
glecting intra-DNA interactions like p-stacking between
basepairs): DGrem chg and DGchg are equal and opposite in
value (335.43 5 0.27 and 335.56 5 0.15 kcal mol1),
and DGpert is zero (0.075 0.40 kcal mol1). In the bound
case, DGpert and DGchg remain mainly unaffected (0.175
0.19 and 333.435 0.29 kcal mol1). DGrem chg increases
by 10.3 kcal mol1 to 345.735 0.10 kcal mol1, the differ-
ence of the charge removal free energies in the bound and
free case can be explained by the loss of the two specific
hydrogen bonds between guanine and Arg-35 when the
guanine ring system is discharged. In the mutant, steric
hindrance between the cytosine amino hydrogens and the
arginine guanidinium group leads to a displacement of the
arginine guanidinium moiety, which is no longer in-plane
with cytosine C3. Therefore, the p-stacking interaction
between DNA base thymine T2 and Arg-35/cytosine C3
suffers. Again, the difference of the charge removal free
energies in the bound and free case (10.30 kcal mol1) is
the main contribution to the overall relative binding free
energy of mutant GC/ CG, which amounts to 12.32 50.57 kcal mol1. Interestingly, an FEP study of the same
mutation CG to GC in a different protein-DNA system,
using a different Hamiltonian and a different protocol,
also with an interaction between guanine and a protein
arginine side chain, gave a similarly positive DDG value
of þ7.7 5 0.6 kcal mol1 (41). An illustration of the
binding situation in the mutant is shown in Fig. S33 (mutant
after 1600 ps MD) and S36 (superimposition before minimi-
zation/MD) in the Supporting Material.
The last perturbation investigated here, GC/ TA, shows,
of course, identical values as shown above for the dis-
charge step (DGrem chg, free: 335.785 0.09, bound: 345.305
0.10 kcal mol1). In the free simulation, DGpert and DGchg
are 0.515 0.16 and 163.765 0.26 kcal mol1; again,
a direct interpretation of the difference between the discharge
and charge step free energies is difficult. In the bound case,
DGpert and DGchg are not significantly changed (0.34 5
0.21 and 164.83 5 0.22 kcal mol1), whereas DGrem chg
is increased by 9.52 kcal mol1 compared to the free simula-
tion (345.305 0.10 kcal mol1) as a result of the loss of the
two hydrogen bonds between guanine and the guanidinium
group of Arg-35 when the guanine ring system is discharged.
In the mutant, only one of these hydrogen bonds is restored
and the thymine methyl group clashes with the Arg-35 side
chain, which leads to a partial displacement of the Arg-35
guanidinium group (which is still in-plane with the thymine
ring system in this case). This displacement leads to a
weakening of the p-stacking interaction between DNA
base thymine 2 and Arg-35/thymine 3 in the mutant.
Overall, a relative binding free energy DDG of 9.30 5
0.31 kcal mol1 is obtained for mutant GC/ TA compared
to the WT. An illustration of the binding situation in the
mutant is shown in Fig. S34 (mutant after 1600 ps MD)
and S37 (superimposition before minimization/MD) in the
Supporting Material.CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The positive relative binding free energies given above for
three DNA point mutations in the complex of the C-
protein-DNA complex C.Esp1396I (GC / AT: 3.95 5
0.35 kcal mol1, GC/CG: 12.32 5 0.57 kcal mol1,
and GC / TA: 9.30 5 0.31 kcal mol1) are consistent
with the highly conserved nature of the G3-C68 basepair
investigated here, although, as noted above, there may be
some bias toward the WT introduced by the fact that we
used a WT starting structure and relatively short equilibra-
tion times. Indeed, while G at this position is highly con-
served (frequency ca. 90%), the only other base found at
this site is an A (74), which is consistent with the GC/
AT mutation being the least disruptive. The most likely
direction for the errors in our calculated energies is for
them to be too large because of the bias introduced by
using the WT geometry. At the very least however, the
rank order of the calculated basepair mutation energiesBiophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138
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There will also clearly be situations in which highly specific
features of the protein-DNA binding environment will
render calculations, such as those reported here, unreliable
because of insufficient sampling. Generally, however, these
interactions are evident on visual inspection, so that they can
hopefully be detected in advance.
Experimentally, it has been shown that mutating the
protein to remove the Arg-35 side chain completely abol-
ished DNA binding to the operator (28). However, the ener-
getics of this interaction will also include the stacking
interactions of Arg-35 with the adjacent TA basepair in
the TG motif. Future applications of the theoretical tech-
niques we have developed will include mutating the adja-
cent TA basepair, to deconvolute the separate energetic
contributions of these two interactions.
All possible mutations bind significantly worse to the
control protein than the WT. This is, of course, not sur-
prising, although it need not necessarily be the case, because
the precise binding constants for each of the three operator
sites have been carefully tuned by evolution—too strong an
affinity for a given operator can also be deleterious (34). In
fact the binding affinity of the C-protein to the operator
under study here, OL, is an order of magnitude lower than
that for the highest affinity site, OM, which regulates expres-
sion of the methyltransferase. At least in part, this is due to
the presence of a symmetrically related guanine in the DNA
sequence of OM that can make contacts with the Arg-35 side
chain of the second subunit of the dimer.
The aim of the current study was not to engineer new
mutations, but rather to establish a general protocol for
systematic scans in the search for biologically relevant
DNA point mutations in protein-binding DNA sequences.
Just exactly how general our protocol is remains to be deter-
mined. From other work, we estimate simulation times for
complete relaxation of systems such as the one studied
here to be of the order of 100 ns, which would remove the
bias toward the WT conformation that possibly exists in
the calculations reported here. Combining our approach
with enhanced conformational sampling of important pro-
tein side chains before starting the TI simulations would
also help remove bias and make the technique more general.
With ~100,000 CPU hours required for each mutation
studied here, this task is an ideal challenge for current
supercomputers. We estimate that for a scan of all 35 base-
pairs in the DNA fragment simulated here, 10.5 million
CPU hours on a ca. 3 GHz Intel Xeon machine would be
required; examining the effects for only one dimer binding,
would only require mutations for the 19 basepairs of OL
(5.7 million CPU hours). Binding to the right operator
(OR) would also be of interest when the second dimer binds.
A more realistic goal in the short term is simply to compare
the binding energies of the three natural binding sites,
because the Kd values for these three sites vary over four
orders of magnitude (34).Biophysical Journal 101(5) 1130–1138Algorithmic improvements will help to reduce the
computer requirements, e.g., the possibility also to perform
perturbations in one step using a soft-core potential for elec-
trostatic interactions will reduce CPU costs to one-third.
This option has recently been added to the simulation
program (75), and we intend to compare our current three-
step protocol with a one-step perturbation scheme using
van der Waals and electrostatics soft-core potentials. Future
simulations will also include a comparison of TI results with
those obtained using the Bennett acceptance ratio technique
(76–78).
In the current study, we have focused on direct readout,
i.e., the direct, specific interaction between DNA and protein
atoms. Additional to this direct mechanism, indirect readout,
i.e., modulation of the precise DNA shape and dynamics
also plays a major role in protein-DNA recognition. This
effect and a detailed analysis of interactions in the endpoints
of the perturbations investigated here (l ¼ 0.0 and l ¼ 1.0,
WT and mutant) are currently being analyzed in ‘‘normal’’
(i.e., not TI or FEP), long-time (up to 200 ns) MD
simulations.
We note also that we have performed simulations of
several hundred nanoseconds in a separate study of mecha-
nistic aspects of regulation by the C-protein in this system.
The x-ray structure remains stable with a low RMSD for
the entire simulation period in such simulations on the
DNA sequence complexed to two C-protein dimers.
The major conclusion of this work is, however, that
basepair mutations can be performed using a conservative
protocol that gives error estimates of ~10% of the change
in free energy of binding. Despite the high CPU time require-
ments, this work opens the exciting opportunity of being
able to perform basepair scans to investigate protein-DNA
binding specificity in great detail computationally.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Full computational details, plots of dV/dl versus time for all perturbations
investigated, plots of RMSD versus time for selected perturbations, plots of
<dV/dl> versus l, tables showing free energies obtained in the three
perturbation steps, figures showing snapshots after 1600 ps MD of struc-
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